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Let o be the ring of integers of an algebraic number field and p a prime ideal. 
Then if n is a positive integer, o/p” is a primary ring with prime ideal ij = p/p” 
and the $“/$I”+~ (0 < i < n) are isomorphic groups under addition. Generaliz- 
ing this idea, the author has defined the primary ring R with prime ideal N to be 
homogeneous if there is an integer k such that the additive groups R/N, N/Nz,.... 
NkINk+’ are isomorphic and N”+’ = 0. In determining the structure of the 
group of units of such a ring it became necessary to consider abelian groups 
with a certain type of series. 
The results in this paper are purely group-theoretic. We study groups which 
possess a particular type of series-this type of series we call a j-diagram. The 
structure of such groups is completely determined. 
In this paper we study the structure of an abelian group which has a 
certain type of series. In Section 1 we prove a Theorem and Corollary which 
are used in the study of these groups. In Sections 2 and 3 we consider 
abelian groups with complete and incomplete j-diagrams (of Section 2, 
Definitions 1 and 2 and Section 3 Definition 1). It is easily seen that the 
only (abelian) groups that have such diagrams are bounded (abelian) 
p-groups (p a prime). In Section 2 the structure of a group with a complete 
j-diagram is determined (cf. Theorem 1 (iv) and (vi)); and in Section 3 the 
structure of a group with an incompletej-diagram (at i = U) is determined 
(cf. Theorem 4; see also Remark after the statement of the Theorem). 
The results in this paper are purely group-theoretic; however, the study 
of these groups was motivated by the author’s work on the groups of 
units of primary homogeneous rings (for the definition cf. [l]). It turns out 
that the “one-groups” have either a complete or incomplete j-diagram 
(for a certain admissible function j). From a group-theoretic point of 
view it is perhaps artificial to restrict attention to groups whosej-diagrams 
are either complete or incomplete at just one point. But these are the 
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only groups that are needed in our study of units of primary rings and so 
in this paper attention is confined to this type of group. 
Although I do not wish to go into any details about the rings considered 
(these will be studied in a later paper), perhaps it may be well to make the 
following remark. If o is the ring of integers of an algebraic number field 
and if p is a prime ideal, then o/p” (where II is any positive integer) is a 
primary homogeneous ring and the structure of the group of units of such 
a ring can be read off as a consequence of the results obtained. 
NOTATION 
In this paper all groups considered are additive abelian groups; p denotes 
a fixed prime. The notations used throughout are more or less standard. 
We list only a few which are perhaps less standard: 
( ) denotes the group generated; 
@ denotes direct sum; 
o(a) denotes the order of the element a. 
‘S(j) is used for the range of the function j. If A is an elementary, abelian 
p-group, dim(A) is the dimension of A as a vector space over 2,. Ker (7) 
denotes the kernel of the homomorphism 7. The homomorphism 7 0 8 
denotes the homomorphism 7 followed by the homomorphism 0. 
1. A PRELIMINARY THEOREM 
THEOREM 1 .l Let U, < LJ, and V, < VI be subgroups of the abelian 
group A and assume pU, < V, , where p is a prime. Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent : 
(1) There is a subgroup T of A such that U, = T + U, and 
VI = pT + V, and such that in addition tfpt E V, with t E T then t E U, . 
(2) The mapping o from U,l U, to VI/ V,defined by (U, + x) u = V, +px 
for x E U, is an isomorphism from U,/ U, onto VI/V, . 
(3) VI = pU, + V, and ifpu, E V, with u1 E U, then u1 E U, . 
Proof. A. We assume (1) and prove that (2) holds. Define the mapping 
rl by 
q = vz +px for x E UI . (1.1) 
1 The author thanks Professor Reinhold Baer for his helpful suggestions on the 
proper statement of this theorem. 
641/2/4-s 
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(a) r) is a mapping from Ur to V,j V, . For if x E U1 . x = t ;- u, 
with I E T, uy E U, . Hence px = pt + pz+ E C; , since pT < V, and 
pu, EpUz < v, < v,. 
(b) 7 is a homomorphism. For if x, 1’ E CJr , 
(x + Y> T = v, + P(X + Y> 
= (V, +px) + (V’L +PYJ 
= x7j t )‘r]. 
(c) 9 maps U, onto VI/ Vz . Let z E V, and write z = pt $ v$ with 
t~T,u~~V~.Then V,+z= V,+pt=tqandt~T<U~. 
(d) ker(q) = U, . If u2 E U, , 11~7 = V2 + pu, = Vz since pU, < V, . 
Thus U, < ker($. 
On the other hand, if u E ker(q) let u = t + u2 with t E T and u2 E iJg. 
Then 
vz = v2 + pu 
= vi?+Pt+P% 
= V, fpt since pu, E V, 
=s pt E Vz =, t E CJ, by (1) 
*u=t+u,EU2. 
Hence Uz = ker(q). 
Thus we have proved that the mapping 7 defined by Eq. (1.1) is an epi- 
morphism from U, to V,/Vz with kernel U, . Hence (2) holds. 
B. We assume (2) and show that (3) holds. Let v1 E VI . Then by (2), 
there is an x E U, such that Vz + px = (r/, + x) u = Vz + v1 
=+v,=v,+px forsome v2EVS. 
Thus VI = pUI + V, . 
Suppose now that pu, E V, with zll E Ul. Then (U,+u,) u= Vz+pul= Vz 
and hence u1 E U, since u is an isomorphism. 
C. We assume (3); (1) follows by taking T = U, . 
COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of the theorem. Then 
(i) Assume the mapping a defined in (2) is an isomorphism of U,/U, 
onto VI/V, . If 2X is a basis for U, , mod U, then if we take T = (au>, we 
have 
U, = T + U, and V, = pT + V, , 
and also T n U, < pT provided VI/ V, is a p-group. 
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(ii) If U, has the basis %, mod U, the mapping u dejined in (2) is an 
isomorphism of U,/ U, onto V,/ V, if and only ifp% is a basis for V, , mod V, 
and ifin addition for a E 8, 
o(a), mod U, = o(pa), mod V, 
Proof. (i) Since T = (?I), 17, = T + U, and since u is an isomorphism, 
if u1 E VI , 3 u1 E U, 3 u1 + V, = pu, + V, . Letting u1 = t + u2 with 
t E T, u2 E U, we have 
01 = PO + 4 + u2 with v2 E V, 
=pt +pu, +v,. 
Hence u1 6pT + V, since pU, < V, so that V, = pT + V, . 
Suppose that t E T n U, . Then t = &, nisi with nt E Z, and ai E 2L 
Since t E U, , pt E V,-that is, & ni(pai) E 0 (mod VA. Now since o is 
an isomorphism the elements V, + pai are linearly independent in V,/V, 
and hencep I ni (1 < i < k). Letting ni = pmi , we have t = C mipai E PT. 
Thus T n U, <PT. 
(ii) Let T = (‘3) as in (i). Then since (by (i)) V, = pT + Vz , p% 
generates Vl , mod Vz . The remaining assertions follow from the fact that 
u is an isomorphism. 
Conversely, if u is defined (as in (2)) by (U, + x) u = V, + px for 
x E U, , then u is well-defined since if x - y E U, with x, y E U, ,px -py = 
p(x - y) E pU, < V, . Also for x E U, , if we write x = Cf=, nisi + ug 
with ni E Z, ai E ‘8 and u2 E U, , px = &, napai + pu, E V, since 
p’% < V, and pU, < V, . Thus u maps UJU, into VI/V, . It is easy to 
verify that the remaining conditions guarantee that it is an isomorphism. 
2. COMPLETE ~-DIAGRAMS FOR AN ABELIAN GROUP 
DEFINITION 1. Let S, = {i E N 1 1 < i < n} and let j be a function 
from S, to S, . j is admissible 
+ 
I 
(1) 1 < i < n * j(i) > i; j(n) = n 
+ (2) j(i) = j(i’) f n * i = i’. 
DEFINITION 2. The series 
A = A, > A,+ a.. > Ai > a.. > A, = 0 (2.1) 
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for the abelian group A is a (complete) j-diagram of length n (with respect 
to the prime p) if,j is an admissible function from S, to S, such that 
(a) if,j(i) = n,pA, := 0; 
(b) if.j(i) < n, the mapping 
yj 1 Aj+l + X + Aj(j).j.l + PS for -YEA, 
defines an isomorphism of Aj/Ai+, onto Aj(<)/Aj(f,+, . 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = (a>, where o(a) = p”-‘. Then 
A = A, > A, = (pa) > A, = (p2a> > ..’ > A, 
(2.4 
0 
is a j-diagram of length n if j is defined by .j(i) = i + 1 for 1 < i < n, 
j(n) = n. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = (a) @ (6\, where o(a) = p”, o(b) = p. Then 
A = A, > A, = (pa) @ (b) > A, = (6) > A, = 0 is a j-diagram of 
length 4 ifj is defined byj(1) = 2,j(2) = j(3) = 4. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A be an elementary abelian p-group and let 
A=A,> .I. > A, = 0 (2.3) 
be a chain of subgroups of A. Then if ,j(i) = n, 1 < i < n (2.3) is a 
j-diagram of length n since pAi = 0, 1 < i < n. Thus clearly a group 
need not have a unique j-diagram. 
LEMMA 1. If an abelian group A has a j-series, then the function j from 
S, to S, must satisfy 
i < i’ =7 j(i) < ,j(i’). (2.4) 
Proof. Assume that j(i) >,j(i’) (so that i # i’ and j(C) f n); then 
j(i) 2 j(i’) + 1. Let x E Aj(it)\Aj(ir)+l; then 
Aj(i’)+l + X = Aj(i’)+l + Pa for some a E A,! < Ai . 
Therefore, x = b + pa with b E Aj(if)+l . Since a E Ai ,pa E Ajci) < Ajci~~+l. 
Hence x E PI~(~~)+~ contrary to hypothesis and the lemma is proved. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let 1 < i < n and assume that j is an admissible 
function from S, to S, which satisfies 
1 > j(i) 3 16 S(j) = range of j. (2.5) 
Then if the group A has a j-diagram 
A = A, > A, > **. > A, = 0, Ai = PA, . 
Proof. We use a “backward induction.” Assume that if r > i, 
Aj(,) == pA, . Note that ifj(r) = n, pA, = 0 = Ai . 
Now let x E A,ti); then there is an a E Ai such that 
Am+1 + x = Amtl + pa, i.e., 
x = b + pa with b E Aj(i~+l . 
Since j(i) + 1 > .j(i), j(i) + 1 E ‘%(j) and hence by the Lemma, 
j(i) f 1 = j(r) with r > i. Hence by assumption A?(i)+1 = A$(,.) = pA, . 
Thus b = pc with c E A, and we have x = pc + pa = p(c + a). 
Now cEA,,aEAi =>c+aEAi axEpAi. Hence Aiti) <pAi; but 
clearly pA, < Aici) by the definition of a.j-diagram. 
THEOREM 1. Let A have the,j-diagram A = A, > A, > ... > A, = 0. 
Then 
(i) ASIAi+, is an elementary p-group (I < i < n). 
(ii) If 1 < i < n and zf a E Ai\Ai+, , o(a) = p”, where j”(i) = n, 
p-l(i) .: n [and therefore, A is a bounded p-group]. 
(iii) For 1 < i < n there are subgroups Ti < A, satisfying 
Ai = Ai+l + T< , Ai+l r\ Tf = pTi = T,(i) . 
(iv) If the Ti are chosen as in (iii), then A = &x(i) Ti . 
(v) Let & = basis for Ai + mod Ai+l .for each i with 1 < i < n and 
i # ‘S(j). Then 2 = UIGi<n:itB(j) !a& is a basis for A. 
(vi) Let Ti be chosen as in (iv); then Ti = direct sum of cyclic groups 
of order p”‘, where jYa(i) = n, ,j”-l(i) < n and rank (TJ = dim(Ai/Ai+,). 
Proof (i) If a E Ai , pa E Ajci) < A,+1 . 
(ii) If a E Ai\Ai+I , then since the mapping qi : Ai+l + a + Aj(i)+l + pa 
is an isomorphism of Ai/Ai+I onto Aj(i)/Aj(i)+I , pa E Aj(i)\Ai(i)+I provided 
j(i) < n. Proceeding inductively we find that pV-‘a E Ajv-l(f)\Ajv-t(i)+l and 
that pVa E AjY(i) = A, = 0. 
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(iii) By (i) of the Corollary to Theorem 1 of Section 1 if I$ is a basis 
for Ai, mod Aiel and if T, = <L?,>,, A, = A+r +- T, 1 Ajci) = Aj(i)_l + pT, 
and T, n A,,., -g pT, But since A,/AimrI is an elementary p-group, 
pT, c: pAi s; Ai+I and hence T, n .4+, = pT, . Now since T, = (&>. 
~7’~ = (~2,) and pf?, is a basis for Ajci), mod A,cijtl by (ii) of the same 
Corollary. Thus we can take 7’,(i) = pTi for each i(1 < i < H). 
(iv) We prove first that A, = CiGs, T, for 1 < I X< n, where 
Sr = {i 3 I / i +,j”(k) with k 3 I and v > O}. Indeed 
= Ai+, + T,,, + Ti 
= . . . = T  4 . . . 
n / + Tl . 
But if m = jy(k) with I < k < m, T,, = p’Tk and hence AL = xiES, Ti . 
It remains to verify that Cigwcj) Ti is a direct sum. We prove that if 
til + ... + tili = 0 with tiy E Ti, (1 < v < k) where il -C ir < ... < ik , 
and if for 1 < I ,< k there do not exist integers v and 1’ such that il =p(i,f) 
then til = *.. = tit = 0. If il = n, then k = 1 and til = t, = 0. We use a 
“backward induction”-that is, we assume the result true for iI > m and 
let il = m. 
ti, + *.. + ti, = 0 3 - ti, E Ti, n Ai, C Ti, n Ai,+l = Tj(~,) 
and SO we can write til = tj(i,) E Tfti,). 
Since j(iJ > iI and # il for any 1 we have 
is < ... < il < j(i,) < il+l < ... -=c il, for some I (we admit the possibility 
that 1 = 1) and ti2 + ... + tiL + tjti,) + ... + tik = 0. Since iz > il = m 
and since 
j(i,) = j”(i,) => il = jy--l(iJ 3 i, 
an impossibility, the “backward induction” hypothesis tells us that 
ti, zzz ... = ti, = t&,) = * .. = ti, = 0 
which is what we wanted to prove. 
(v) Since Ti = (L$) this follows immediately from (iv). 
(vi) Since Ti is a bounded p-group (cf. (ii)), it has a basis. By (iii) 
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which shows that rank(Ti) = dim(AJAi+l). Furthermore if b is a basis 
element for Ti , b E Ti\pTi * b E Ai\Ai+l by (iii) and hence by (ii) b has 
order pus as defined (vi). 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be abelian groups with.j-diagrams 
and 
A = A, > A, > ... > A, = 0 
B = B, > B, > 1.. > B, = 0, 
such that dim(AJAi+J = dim(BJBi+,) for i $ ‘S(j). Then A N_ B. 
Proof. Choose Ti and Ui such that 
Ai = A<+1 + Ti 7 Ai+l n Ti = Tj(<) = pTi 
Bi = Bi+l + Ui y Bi+l n Ui = iii(i) = pU< . 
(2.6) 
By Theorem 1 (vi), 
rank(T<) = dim(AJAi+,) = dim(Bi/Bi+J = rank(UJ. 
And also: Ti and Ui are both direct sums of cyclic groups of order pi, 
where p(i) = n and j“-‘(i) < n. Thus Ti ru Ui for each i. Thus using 
Theorem 1, (iv) 
A = @ Ti z @ U’i = B. 
iQ’%(i) iQ’N(i) 
3. INCOMPLETE ~-DIAGRAMS 
In this paragraph we study a more general situation-what we will call 
incomplete j-diagrams. We restrict attention to those that are incomplete 
at exactly one point (see Definition 1); this is because in the application to 
primary rings this is the situation we will need. 
DEFINITION 1. The series 
A = A, > ... > A, > ... > A, = 0 (3.1) 
for the (abelian) group A is an incompletej-diagram at i = u (of length n) 
if j is an admissible function from S, to S, such that 
(a) If j(i) = n, pAi = 0. 
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(b) lf,j(i) < n and i f u the mapping 
qi : Ac +l -t x ---f A,(T)+1 --t- p for x E Ai 
defines an isomorphism from AJAi,, onto A,(,)/Aj(i)+l . 
(c) The mapping 
(3.2) 
rll‘ . *A Uil + x + Aj(+, f px for x E A, 
defines a homomorphism from A,/&+, into A,(,)/Aj(,)+l . 
(3.3) 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the group A have a j-diagram which is incomplete 
at i = u and let u = jn-l(w), w # R(j) w. IT, < A, with 
Ato = &+I + T,, and pT,, = AtOil n T, < AicW) . (3.4) 
Also 
B, = A,,.+1 + K, with K, = T, n B,, (3.5) 
where B, is defined by B,/A,+l = ker(vw 0 ... 0 vu). 
Proof. We note first that A,,/A,+, is an elementary p-group. Let 
saw = basis for A, , mod A,+1 and let T, = @I&. Clearly 
A, = A2L+1 + T, . Since A,/A,+, is an elementary p-group 
PT, G A,+, n T, . On the other hand, if a E A,+1 n T, we can write 
a = f niti , where ni E Z and ti E U, 
id 
= O(mod A,,,). 
Hence p 1 n, and if ni = pm,, we have 
a = f pm,t, = p ic m,t,) EATS . 
i=l 
Thus pT, = A,+1 n T, . From the definition of 7w it is clear that 
pT, C A,(,) _ Equation (3.5) follows from the Dedekind Law. 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1 let v be the 
natural map from A, onto AJA,,, and let TW = T,,,v,&, = K,v. Then 
3 s, < T,i,, 3 
Tw = R, + S, , K, n S, = 0 = 0~. (3.6) 
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If S, == {s E T, / sv E SW}, then 
r,=K,+S, and K,,,~S,<PT~. (3.7) 
Proof. Equation (3.6) follows from the fact that TW is an elementary 
p-group. Since 
Kw < Tw , S, < Tw , K, + S, < T, . 
Also 
Hence 
(Kw + SW) v = K,, + S, = !Tw = T,v. 
T, = K, + S, + ker(v) 
= Ku + S, + (Au+, n Tw). 
Now A,,, n T, < B, n T, = K, so that T, = K, + S, . 
(Kw n S,) v < I&, n S, = 0 and this implies that 
DEFINITION 2. (i) Let {k, 1 01 E Z> be a set of elements of K, such that 
{& = k,v j 01 E ,Z> is a basis for K, 
(ii) Let {s, j/3 E 52) b e a set of elements of S, such that {S, = ssv I /3 E Q} 
is a basis for S,, . 
LEMMA 1. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 1. If s1 ,..., s, E S, and 
are linearly independent, mod A,,, then p”s, ,..., p*s, are linearly indepen- 
dent, mod Aj(u)+l . 
Proqf: Suppose 
gI ni(p4J E O(mod AicU)+J with ni E 2. 
Then ifs = CL, nisi , 
=> s + Awfl 6 &IA,+l = ker(rlw 0 *** 0 rlJ 
asEB,nT,= Kw~s~SwnKw=pTw 
=> 3tE T, with s = pt => pA-‘S = p’t E Ai G A,,+1 
=c- zl ni(ph-lsi) E O(mod A,,,) * p / ni (1 < i < r). 
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LEMMA 2. Under the hypotheses of’ Proposition 2, suppose t,,. E T,. and 
t, = k, + S, E Aj(u) with klL. E K,,, and s,. E S, . Then kw E Aj(u)_l . 
Furthermore, if k,, = CarEzO n,k, alld s,,, = &El20 m,sB . where Z; and S2, 
are finite subsets of Z and Sl, respectively, and the k, and s, are dejined in 
Definition 2, p” divides each n, and each mB . 
Proof. We prove first by induction that for 0 < I -< X, p’ I n, and 
pc)ma(eachcuE&, each ,& E I&). For / = 0 this is, of course, trivial so 
let 1 < X and let 
n, = plna’ and mq = plm,’ (3.8) 
so that 
1 na’(pzk,) + c ms’(p2so) = O(mod A& (3.9) 
Since j(u) = jr(w) and I < A, jl(w) + 1 < jA(w) = j(u) and since 
qW ,..., qjl(,) are isomorphisms, {pzkiy},pz u {pzsB}oEn is a basis for AjqW) , 
mod Ajl(w)+l . Thus (3.9) =- p / n,‘, p I mp’ (because Aj+)/Ajl(W~+I is 
elementary) so that (3.8) 2 pl+l / n, ,pz+l / mB . Hence the induction is 
complete and we have 
P” I n, , Pi I m4. 
Hence 
k, = 1 n,k, 
= c %(PAk,), where n, = p%i, . (3.10) 
Since k, E K, < B, , pxk, E Aj(u)+l and SO by (3. lo), k, E Ai(u)+l and the 
proof of the lemma is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the hypotheses of Propositions 1 and 2 and let 
T, , S, and K, be the groups defined in them. Assume also that jbr 1 >,j(u), 
1 E ‘S(j). Then 
(a) For i$ %(j), i# w, 3 Ti < Ai 3 Ati = T, + Ai+, with Ti n Ai+l = pT, 
(b) C < Ajcu) can be chosen so that A$(,) = C + p?SW + Aj(u)+l 
with C n pASW = 0 and (C + pASW) n Aj(u)+l = p(C + p&). c 
(4 IfH = ci@Rw i#W Ti $- S, + C, then A = H + K,, . 
Proof. (a) follows from (i) of the Corollary to Section 1, Theorem l- 
using the same reasoning as in Section 2, Theorem 1 (iii). 
(b) From Lemma 1, if (sB I fi E Q} is a basis for S, , mod A,+1 (i.e., 
(sBu 1 /3 E sz> is a basis for S,-cf. Proposition 2 and Definition 2) 
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(~9s~ 1 j3 E 52) is a basis for @& < AjcU) . Thus since Aj(u)/Aj(u)+l is an 
elementary p-group, there are elements (cY I y E E”> such that the pQ8 and 
the cY together form a basis for Aj(%), mod Aj(zl)+l . Taking C as the sub- 
group generated by c,, it is clear that AjcZL) = C + pASw + Ajtu)+, . 
Suppose now that Cios, nici + xipn, mi(p4i) = 0, where E,, and Sz, are 
finite subsets of B and L?, respectively. Then considering the equation as 
a congruence, mod L&)+~ and using the fact that the p%, and the cY are a 
basis for Aj(%) , mod &,)+r it follows that 
An easy induction would show that nici = 0 for i E E0 and mip4, = 0 for 
iESZ,,. Hence Cr\p?!&, = 0. 
Referring to the proof of Section 2, Theorem 1 (iii) we deduce that 
(C + PA&J) n hd+l = P(C + PAS,). 
(c) We note that if i 4 s(j) and i Z w, 
Ai = Ti + Ai+l 
Aj(i) = PT~ + Aj(i)+l 
Ajzci) = P”T, + ~$a,~)+~ 
(3.11) 
and also 
A, = Tw + A,+1 = Ko + Sw + &+I 
A. j(w) = PT~ + AM+I = PL + P& + AM+I 
. . . 
A, = pA-lTw + A u+l = P~-~K,,, + P”-% + A,, (3.12) 
Ai(u) = C + P”% + Am+l 
APw) = P(C + P’S,) + AjstU,+l 
. . . 
. 
From (3.11) and (3.12) and from the definition of H it follows that 
A = H + K, . 
LEMMA 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, Al < H for I> u. 
Proof. Assume i > u and that Aifl Q H. We prove that then also 
Ai < H. 
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(i) i =,j”(s), where s f \v, s $ $X(j) and v 3 0. ys ‘- ... c vjv-l(s) maps 
As/As+, isomorphically onto A,/A i+l and 
A,s -= T, + A ,s,- 1, 
A, = p”T.s + 4+1. 
Since T, < Hand Ai+l < H, Ai < H. 
(ii) i = p(u), with v 3 1. Now 
Aj(u) = A,(u)+1 f (P’ss, + C) 
Aj = Aj +1 f ~“-~(p$ + C). 
Since Ai+l , S, and C are all subgroups of H, Ai < H. This “backward 
induction” shows that AL < H for I > II. 
THEOREM 2. Under the h/lpotheses of Theorem 1, H is pure in A. 
Proof. Suppose h E H and h = pa with a E A. We wish to prove that 
3 h’ E H 3 h = ph’. So let a = h, + k with /I~ E H and k E K,, (from 
Theorem 1 we have that A = H + KJ. Then 
h =ph, fpk 3 h -ph, =pk 
and writing h - ph, = til + ... + ttm + s + c, where 
ti, 6 Ti, , I < I .S< m, il fj! ‘B(j), it # II’, s E S, 
we have 
ti, + ... + tip, + s + c = pk. 
Taking (3.14) as a congruence, mod Ajcu) we get 
ti, + ... + tim = -s + pk (mod Ai( 
(3.13) 
and c E c, 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
since c E Ajcu) . Noting that A/A,(,) has a complete j-diagram, Section 2 
Theorem 1 (iv) implies that Tj, ,..., Ti, , T, are independent, mod A,cu) 
Let t, = --s + pk; since t,,: E T U, t,: E Aj(,‘) and by Lemma 2, pk E Aj(,)+,. 
Since j(u) + 1 >,j(u),j(u) + 1 E ‘%(j) and hence .j(u) + 1 = j(r) with 
r <.X4. 
Assume that for i’ > i 3 j(u) + 1, Ait < pH (if i’ = n clearly Aif < pH 
since then Air = A, = 0) and let i =,j(/). If x E Ai , 3a E AL 3 Ai+l + x = 
Ai+l $-pa * x = b +pa with b6 A- t+l < pH (since i + 1 > i). Now 
j(l) > j(u) + 1 * 2 > u and hence by Lemma 3, AL < H. Thus a E H 
and so a E pH. Therefore, Ai < pH as claimed, and in particular, 
Aj(zl)+l < pH so that pk E pH. 
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Letting pk = ph, with h, E H and substituting in (3.13) we have 
h =ph, +ph, =ph’ with h’ = h, + h, 
and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 there is a subgroup D 
of A with A = H @ D. D is the direct sum of cyclic groups of order p” and 
rank(D) = rank(KJ = dim(ker(7,)) 
Proof. It is clear that if a E A,\Af,I and if j”(i) = n, then pva = 0 
(cf. Section 2, Theorem 1 (ii)). Hence A is a bounded p-group and thus 
since (by Theorem 2) H is pure, H is a direct summand-that is, 
30 < AgA = HOD. Wehave 
D-A/H=H+K,IH-KJHnK,. 
We prove next the following: 
k E Ku> = pAk E H. 
kEK,,pA-lkEH=>kEpK,. 
Let k E K, = T, n B,; since B,IA,,, = ker(Tw 0 ... 0 p,), 
p”k + Ai(u)+1 = 4u)+1 =z- p”k E Aim+, 
and by Lemma 3, A.( ) I U +1 < H. Thus (3.16) is established. 
Now assume that ph-lk E H. Since by definition, 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
H = c Ti + S, + C, pA-lk = til + ... + tim + h.0 + c, 
i@KCj) 
i#W 
where tic E T,,(l < I < m) il $ %(j) s, E S, and c E C. Thus letting 
t, = s,, - pA-‘k, til + ... + ti + t, 3 0 (mod A,(,))-since C < AjcU) 
(cf. Theorem 1 (b)). Thus appl&g Section 2, Theorem 1 (iv) to A/AjcU) we 
deduce that t, = 0 (mod A,(,,) or t, = s, - pA-lk E AjcU) . By Lemma 2, 
Pk E Am+l . 
Now under the isomorphism v2u 0 ... 0 v+l(,) A,+1 + k is mapped into 
A,,.1 + pa-‘k = Auf1 . Hence 
k E A,+1 3 k E A,,, n K, < A,,, n T, = pT,,, 
by Proposition 1 thus 3 x E T, 3 k = px. Now pAx = p’-lk 6 Ai(u)+l 3 
x~B,~x~B,nT,=K,*k~pK,.Hence(3.17)holds. 
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Now K, is a bounded p-group and hence a direct sum of cyclic groups. 
(3.16) and (3.17) imply that each of the generators of K,/H r\ K, has 
order p”. Thus since D N K,/H n KU,, D is the direct sum of cyclic 
groups of order p”. 
Next we verify that ker(r],) has dimension equal to the rank of K, . We 
note first that ker(TJ Y B,/A,+, = A,+1 $- K,/A,+, N K,/K, n A,.,, . 
We show next that K, I? A,+1 = pK, . 
K, n A,+1 G T, n A,,, = pT, . 
If k E K, n pT, , k = px with x E T, . This implies that 
pA-‘k = pAx E Ai < H. 
By (3.17), k E pK, so that K, n A m+l = pK, . Thus ker(T=) z K,/pK, 
and the proof is complete. 
Finally we show that if B is a basis for K, , then 8 represents a basis for 
K,, mod HnK,. We note first that if CL=, nibi E A,,, with ni E Z, 
bi E !I3 then Cl=, nibi E A,,+1 n K, = pK, and this implies that 
p 1 ni (1 < i < Y). Thus the set 23 satisfies the conditions of Definition 2 
(0. 
So suppose k = CL, n,bi E H with ni E Z, bi E d; then 
k = til + ... + tim + s, + c with tit E Ti,il $ %(j), s, E S, and c E C. 
Hence (-k + sw) + tjl + ... + ti, = 0 (mod A,(& and -k $ s, E Aicu). 
By Lemma 2, pA / ni for 1 < i < r. Thus !I3 is independent, mod H n K, , 
and so represents a basis for K, , mod H n K, as claimed. This shows that 
rank(K,) = rank(K,/H n K,); since D N K,/H n K, the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 4. Let the group A have a j-diagram which is incomplete at 
i = u and let u = jn-l(w), where w $ R(j). Assume that for 1 > j(u), 
1 E s(j). Then 




(a) For i # w, i E %2(j), Ti = direct sum of cyclic groups of order pug , 
where p(i) = n,.p-l(i) < n and rank(Ti) = dim(AJA,+,). 
(b) S, = direct sum of cyclic groups of order p”*, where yw(w) = n, 
j”w-l(w) < n and 
rank(&) + dim(ker(7,)) = dim(A,/A,+,). 
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(c) C = direct sum of cyclic groups of order p”, where jv+l(u) = n, 
j”(u) < n and rank(C) = dim(ker(7,)). 
(d) D = direct sum of cyclic groups of orderp” and 
rank(D) = dim(ker(7,)) 
Remark. In the statement of Theorem 4 the integer n and the mapping 
71~ are those of Definition 1. Although the statement of the theorem is 
rather lengthy, it should be noted that the structure of the group A (with 
incomplete.j-diagram as defined in Definition 2) is completely determined 
by the functionj, dim(ker(7,)) and dim(A,/A,+,). 
Proof. By Theorem 3, A = H 0 D and D has the structure described 
in statement (d) of the theorem. By definition H=Cipwci) i+w T,+S,+C 
We have to verify that the Ti , S, and C have the structures defined in 
(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Furthermore we have to prove that the sum 
is direct. (a), (b), and (c) follow in the same way that (vi) of Section 2, 
Theorem 1 so we omit the proof. 
Before verifying that the sum is direct we prove the following two 
statements: 
If ti E Ti n Ai( where i $ ‘S(j), i # w (3.18) 
and if xi is chosen so that j’i(i) > j(u) and j+‘(i) < j(u) then 
t gpX’Ti = Tjxici) . 
Ifs E S, n Ajcu), then s E pY3, . (3.19) 
Proof of (3.18). We prove by induction on u that if 
If (z = 0 the statement is obvious; so assume that ti E~o-~T~ = Tjo-l(i) . 
Since (r - 1 < xi - 1, j”-‘(i) <j+‘(i) <j(u) and hence Ajcu) < AiO-l(i)+l . 
Thus ti E TjO-qi) n Ajo-l(i)+l = ~T+I(~) = pOT, and the induction is 
complete. 
(3.19) follows from Lemma 2. 
Now suppose 
ti, + -a* + t&& + s, + c = 0, (3.20) 
where tit E T,,(l < I < m) it q! s(j), it # w; s, E S, and c E C. Then using 
Section 2, Theorem 1 (iv) on A/Aj(,) (which has a complete j-diagram) 
we deduce that 
ti, ZE ti, s **a E ti,,, = s, = 0 (mod A,(,)); 
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by (3.18) and (3.19), 
and s,, E p’s,, . Now using the fact that Aj(,) has aj-diagram (and also using 
Theorem 1) we deduce from (3.20) that til = ... = rim = s, + c = 0. 
But s, E p”S, and by Theorem 1, (b) C n p”S, = 0; hence s, = c = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let A and B be abelian groups and assume that the follow- 
ing two series, 
A = A, > ... > Ai > ... > A, = 0 
B = B, > .‘. > Bi > ... > B, = 0, 
are j-diagrams which are incomplete at i = u, and let vi and tIi (1 < i < n - 1) 
be the associated homomorphisms. If dim (ker(l?,)) = dim(ker(7,)) and ij 
dim(A,/A,+,) = dim(Bi/Bi+,) for i $ S(j) then A z B. 
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